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LIFE DISRUPTED
I DIED!

Jackie
Rainforth 

HER WHY: A near-death scuba diving incident and three days in critical condition 
changed Jackie’s life. The incident left her questioning her career, her path and her 
purpose. As she passed over to the other side, surrounded by grace, the Universe left 
her a very clear message: “You haven’t been listening to the  signs and signals. You 
have been blessed with many gifts and talents. Share them to help others become 
more confident and successful in what they do. You have a new path ahead.”

HER EXPERIENCE: As a record-breaking, award-winning Sales Expert, both in Corpo-
rate and as a highly successful Entrepreneur, Jackie felt that the success she achieved 
prior to her scuba diving holiday (including winning the coveted nomination as RBC 
Women Entrepreneur of Canada Award) was now hollow.

THE NEW PATH: Yes, she had achieved phenomenal success as a woman in the 
male dominated world of construction, but she looked deep in her heart and knew 
that helping others was now her purpose. Her new path began!

Today, she shares her knowledge, stories and experience as a SPEAKER, AUTHOR 
and SALES EXPERT empowering others to be more confident and successful in sales 
and in life!

THE PASSION: She encourages people to claim their personal brilliance to live more 
genuine, authentic, gratifying and abundant lives. She inspires them to be fearless and 
courageous both in sales and in their everyday lives; to follow their path, purpose and 
passion so they can live the lives they dream of. Jackie believes we need to let go of 
the expectations of others, to surround ourselves with fabulous supportive and 
like-minded people and unveil the masks we all live behind as we are all unique and 
special - we are all good enough AS IS!

HOW SHE CAN HELP: If you want to learn simple but modern sales tips, techniques, and strategies to elevate your business to higher 
sales success, or experience a powerful and engaging speaker that will leave you feeling energized and inspired, or discover more about 
our services:

Reach out to book a free 20-minute consultation, receive 
a free e-copy of her book or sign up on LinkedIn to receive 
weekly videos and sales tips. Jackie looks forward to 
speaking with you!

Online course, workshop or seminars including;

 ‘SELLING FOR THE NON-SELLER’

 ‘SELLING HAS CHANGED’

 ‘FROM PERSONALITY to PROFIT”.

 True Colors® ‘RELATIONSHIP SUCCESS’

A powerful, unique and inspiration filled speaking engagement.

Purchase her book THE BADASS GUIDE TO SUPERSTAR SELLING
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